CONFERENCE OF THE ITALIAN ACADEMICS AND RESEARCHERS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

30th June 2017
Lucas Lecture Theatre
Strand Campus London WC2R 2LS
King’s College London

10:30 – 11:00 Arrival and Registration

11:00 – 12:15 Opening Ceremony and Institutional Addresses (Chaired by H.E. Ambassador Pasquale Terracciano)
- Italian Ministry for Education, University and Research
- Fabrizio Nicoletti, Head of the Scientific and Technological Cooperation Unit, Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation
- Prof Massimo Inguscio, President, Italian National Research Council
- Prof Sergio Bonini, President, Italian Medical Society in Great Britain
- Prof Antonio Guarino, President, Association of Italian Scientists in the UK

12:15 – 13:00 “ItalyMadeMe” Research Awards

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch
14:00 – 15:30 The Impact of Brexit on the Academia in the UK and abroad (Chaired by Prof Ian Preston, UCL)

- Dr Julie Maxton (Executive Director, Royal Society)
- Prof Graeme Reid (Professor of Science and Research Policy at UCL and specialist advisor to the House of Lords on science and the EU)

15:30 – 15:45 Short Break

15:45 – 17:00 The Organisation of Academic Systems: Research Evaluation (in Italy and UK) (Chaired by Peter Scott, UCL)

- Prof Susanna Terracini (University of Turin and ANVUR)
- Prof Gianni De Fraja (University of Nottingham and University of Rome “Tor Vergata”)
- Prof Jonathan Grant (The Policy Institute, King’s College London)

17:00 – 17:15 Short Break

17:15 – 18:00 The Database of Italian Academics in UK: Who Cares?

- Università Niccolò Cusano London
- Consulcesi UK
- Oliver James Associates
- HiredGrad

18:00 – 18:30 Conclusions

18:45 – 19:30 Italian music taster (Dr Alberto Sanna, Liverpool Hope University, and EMAE tutors)

19:30 – 22:00 Drinks reception with more music